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This month's Indulge theme is all about treating yourself to the luxurious yarn 
that you deserve so that you can immerse yourself in squishy fiber decadence. 
Our designs this month are the perfect mix of sophisticated and comfortable 
that are sure to fly off your needles and hooks. Take the time to spoil yourself 
and engage in some self-care, because you're worth it. And what better way to 
indulge than with a few new skeins of yarn?
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yarnsThis month's

It’s time to indulge yourself with our decadent 
yet comfortable yarn this month. You’ll love 

the cozy elegance of Audine Wools Mellow, a 
squishy mix of 80% Alpaca and 20% Tencel that 
comes in two rich and velvety colorways. Each 
skein is 125 yds (114 m)/100g of bulky yarn to 

plump up your yarn stash and delightfully create 
your next projects.

AUDINE WOOLS MELLOW
knit & crochet club

MIMOSACORDIAL
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Live in luxury from your head to your toes with 
this month’s succulent sock yarn. Audine Wools 

Indulgent Sock is a mix of 60% Superwash Merino, 
20% Camel, and 20% Nylon, perfect for your next 

pair of socks or any creation you can dream up. You 
will receive one skein with 400 yds (365 m)/100g 

skein that is sure to be a treat for your feet.

AUDINE WOOLS INDULGENT SOCK
sock club
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SPA 
DAY

BASK 
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Confluence 
by Katrina Walser

Oliphant Kat
p. 8

Hi-Lo Leg Warmers
by Janine Mudge
Capital Crochet

p. 13

knit crochet

patternsThis month's

knit & crochet club
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Haycorn
by Ruth Brasch

p. 16

Golden Glow House Socks
by Melanie Depcinski

Counting Crafty Sheep
p. 21

crochetknit

sock club
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Cables are my happy place. The process of making them and the final, squishy product are 
the definition of indulgent to me. I do find, though, that all-over cabled knits can be a little 
stressful to make. This scarf was created as a nice medium between brain-breaking cabled 
charts and mindless ribbing - the ribs make up half of every row, and the way they meander 
up the scarf and cross over each other in the cabled sections is rather delightful. 

Needles: 
US 8 (5 mm) straight needles 

Yarn: Audine Wools Mellow 
80% Alpaca, 20% Tencel 
125 yd (114 m) / 100g 
250yd (228 m) used / 2 skeins needed 

Colorway: Merlot (not available)

Notions: cable needle, tapestry needle, 
stitch markers (2)

Gauge:
20 sts x 20 rows = 4" (10 cm) in 2x2 
ribbing, blocked and stretched. Note: 
gauge is not critical for this piece but 
differences will affect final yardage and 
size.

Sizes: One Size

Finished Measurements:
Width: 7.25” (18 cm)  
Length: 54.75” (138 cm) before joining 
ends

Skill Level: Intermediate 

OLIPHANTKAT ON RAVELRY

Confluence
BY KATRINA WALSER / OLIPHANT KAT

knit

ABBREVIATIONS
cn: cable needle 
k: knit 
p: purl 
sl: slip 
st(s): stitches 
LH: left hand 
2/2 LC: Sl2 to cn, hold in front; k2, k2 
from cn 
2/2 RC: Sl2 to cn, hold in back; k2, k2 
from cn 
2/1 LPC: Sl2 to cn, hold in front; p1, k2 
from cn 

2/1 RPC: Sl1 to cn, hold in back; k2, p1 
from cn 
2/2 LPC: Sl2 to cn, hold in front; p2, k2 
from cn 
2/2 RPC: Sl2 to cn, hold in back; k2, p2 
from cn 
CO: cast on 
BO: bind off 
pm: place marker 
rm: remove marker 
sm: slip marker 

NOTES

• The scarf is made up of ribbing, with a series of cabled knots causing the ribs to 
intertwine. The knots appear on the right (R), middle (M) and left (L) of the scarf 
at regular intervals. 

• As written, the knots run diagonally up the scarf from the right to the middle 
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Row 13 (R): P2, 2/1 LPC, p2, 2/2 LC, p2, 
2/1 RPC, p2. 

Row 13 (M, L): P2, 2/1 LPC, p2, 2/2 RC, 
p2, 2/1 RPC, p2. 

Row 14: K3 (p2, k2, p2) twice, k3. 

Row 15: P3, 2/2 LPC, k4, 2/2 RPC, p3. 

Row 16: K5, p8, k5. 

Row 17 (R, M): P5, 2/2 LC twice, p5. 

Row 17 (L): P5, 2/2 RC twice, p5. 

Row 18: K5, p8, k5. 

Row 19: P3, 2/2 RPC, k4, 2/2 LPC, p3. 

Row 20: K3 (p2, k2, p2) twice, k3. 

Row 21 (R): P2, 2/1 RPC, p2, 2/2 LC, p2, 
2/1 LPC, p2. 

Row 21 (M, L): P2, 2/1 RPC, p2, 2/2 RC, 
p2, 2/1 LPC, p2. 

Row 22: K2, p2, k3, p4, k3, p2, k2. 

Row 23: P2, k2, p2, 2/1 RPC, 2/1 LPC, p2, 
k2, p2. 

Row 24: K2, (p2, k2) four times. 

Row 25: P2, 2/2 LPC, k2, p2, k2, 2/2 RPC, 
p2. 

Row 26: K4, (p4, k2) twice, k2. 

STITCH PATTERN: CABLE
Cable: Right (R), Middle (M), Left (L) 
(mult of 18 sts) 

When multiple directions for the same 
row are given, work the R(ight), M(iddle) 
or L(eft) instruction depending on which 
knot you are working. 

Row 1 (RS): P2, (k2, p2) four times. 

Row 2 (WS): K2, (p2, k2) four times. 

Row 3: P2, 2/1 LPC, p1, k6, p1, 2/1 RPC, 
p2. 

Row 4: K2, (k1, p2) twice, k1, (k1, p2) 
twice, k3. 

Row 5: P3, 2/1 LPC, k2, p2, k2, 2/1 RPC, 
p3. 

Row 6: K4, (p4, k2) twice, k2. 

Row 7 (R): P4, 2/2 LC, k2, 2/2 LC, p4. 

Row 7 (M): P4, 2/2 LC, k2, 2/2 RC, p4. 

Row 7 (L): P4, 2/2 RC, k2, 2/2 RC, p4. 

Row 8: K4, (p4, k2) twice, k2. 

Row 9: P2, 2/2 RPC, k2, p2, k2, 2/2 LPC, 
p2. 

Row 10: K2, (p2, k2) four times. 

Row 11: P2, k2, p2, 2/1 LPC, 2/1 RPC, p2, 
k2, p2. 

Row 12: K2, p2, k3, p4, k3, p2, k2. 

then the left, and then back to the right, then back to the left, and ending in the 
middle. 

• The rows that make up each knot are indicated in the pattern - if you wish to 
change or randomize the order that the knots appear, please feel free! The two 
skeins of yarn in the kit are enough to make eight knots.  
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Row 27 (R): P4, 2/2 LC, k2, 2/2 LC, p4. 

Row 27 (M): P4, 2/2 RC, k2, 2/2 LC, p4. 

Row 27 (L): P4, 2/2 RC, k2, 2/2 RC, p4. 

Row 28: K4, (p4, k2) twice, k2. 

Row 29: P3, 2/1 RPC, k2, p2, k2, 2/1 LPC, 
p3. 

Row 30: K2, (k1, p2) twice, k1, (k1, p2) 
twice, k3. 

Row 31: P2, 2/1 RPC, p1, k6, p1, 2/1 LPC, 
p2. 

Row 32: K2, (p2, k2) four times. 

Row 33: P2, (k2, p2) four times. 

Row 34: K2, (p2, k2) four times.

Interrupted Rib 
(mult of 4 sts + 2) 

Row 1 (RS): K2, (p2, k2) across. 

Row 2 (WS): P2, (k2, p2) across. 

Row 3: Knit across. 

Row 4: Rep Row 2. 

Row 5: Rep Row 1. 

Row 6: Rep Row 2. 

Rows 7-34: Rep Rows 3-6 seven more 
times.

INSTRUCTIONS
CO 38 sts. 

Right Knot 
Row 1 (RS): K2, pm, work Cable patt 
Row 1 over next 18 sts, pm, work 
Interrupted Rib Row 1 to end. 

Row 2 (WS): Work Interrupted Rib to 
marker, sm, work Cable patt to marker, 
sm, p2. 

Continue working Rows 3-34 of Cable 
patt between markers, and Rows 3-34 of 
Interrupted Rib on left, maintaining St st 
on 2 right hand sts. Remove markers on 
Row 34. 

Middle Knot 
Row 1 (RS): Work Interrupted Rib 
Row 1 over first 10 sts, pm, work Cable 
patt Row 1 over next 18 sts, pm, work 
Interrupted Rib Row 1 to end. 

Row 2 (WS): Work Interrupted Rib to 
marker, sm, work Cable patt to marker, 
sm, work Interrupted Rib to end. 

Continue working Rows 3-34 of Cable 
patt between markers, and Rows 3-34 of 
Interrupted Rib on right and left edges. 
Remove markers on Row 34. 

Left Knot 
Row 1 (RS): Work Interrupted Rib Row 
1 over first 18 sts, pm, work Cable patt 
Row 1 over next 18 sts, pm, k2. 

Row 2 (WS): P2, sm, work Cable patt to 
marker, sm, work Interrupted Rib to end. 

Continue working Rows 3-34 of Cable 
patt between markers, and Rows 3-34 of 
Interrupted Rib on right, maintaining St 
st on 2 left hand sts. Remove markers on 
Row 34. 

Work Middle Knot section once more. 
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Repeat from the beginning, working 
Right, Middle, Left, then Middle once 
more. 

Finishing 
BO all sts and weave in ends. Wet block 
so that the ribs are expanded and the 
scarf is 7.5” (19cm) wide - it will shrink 
in width when dry. Seam short ends 
together using mattress stitch. 
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I get pretty excited about the switch from shorts and flip flops to leggings and 
ankle boots in the Fall, but I do not enjoy the chilly breezes or bits of snow that 
sneak into low-cut boots. These leg warmers are designed to wear with ankle 
boots to keep your legs and feet toasty and fashionable as we transition into cooler 
weather. Wear ‘em high for a bold fashion statement or slouch ‘em down low for the 
coziest ankles in town! 

Hook: 
US J/10 (6 mm), or size needed to 
obtain gauge 

Yarn: Audine Wools Mellow 
80% Alpaca, 20% Tencel 
125 yds (114 m) / 100g 
195 (215, 225, 240, 250) yds (178 (197, 
206, 219, 229) m) used / 2 skeins needed 
for all sizes 

Colorway: Mimosa 

Notions: Locking stitch marker (1, 
optional), tapestry needle

Gauge:
13 sts x 10 rnds = 4” (10 cm) in hhdc, 
unblocked 

12 sts = 4” (10 cm) in alternating FPdc, 
BPdc (for the ribbing) 

Sizes: A (B, C, D, E) 

To Fit Legs: 13 (14, 15, 16, 17)” / 33 (35.5, 
38, 40.5, 43) cm circumference around 
largest part of calf with approximately 
-1.5” (-4 cm) negative ease. 

If you are between sizes, size down for a 
tighter fit and size up for a looser fit. 

 
Finished Measurements: 11.5 (12.5, 13.5, 
14.5, 15.5)” (29 (32, 35, 37, 39.5) cm) 
circumference, 11” (28 cm) length for all 
sizes 

Sample Size: Size C 

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES
Foundation Double Crochet (fdc): Ch 3 (counts as first dc), yarn over, insert hook 
into first ch and pull up a loop.  Ch 1, (yarn over, pull through two loops) twice 
(second dc made).  *Yarn over, insert hook into ch-1 from previous st and pull up a 

JANINEMUDGE ON RAVELRY

Hi-Lo Leg Warmers
BY JANINE MUDGE / CAPITAL CROCHET

crochet

ABBREVIATIONS

BPdc: back post double crochet 
ch: chain 
dc: double crochet 
fdc: foundation double crochet  
FPdc: front post double crochet  

hhdc: herringbone half double crochet 
rnd(s): round(s) 
sl st: slip stitch 
st(s): stitch(es)
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NOTES
• The Ribbing is worked in joined rnds without turning, and the Leg is worked in 

continuous rnds. 
• In the Leg section, place a st marker in the first st of the first rnd, and move it up 

with each rnd to easily keep track of your rnds worked. 
• Ch sts do not count as sts throughout the pattern. 
• Length can be adjusted by working fewer or more repeats of Rnd 2 in the Leg 

section before the increase rnd. 
• Circumference can be adjusted for sizes outside listed measurements by working 

fewer or more fdc in Rnd 1 of the Ribbing section, in multiples of 2. 

loop.  Ch 1, (yarn over, pull through two loops) twice.  Repeat from * until desired 
number of sts is reached. 

Herringbone Half Double Crochet (hhdc): Yarn over, insert hook into next st and 
pull up a loop.  Pull this loop through the first loop on the hook.  Yarn over and pull 
through two loops.

Rnd 23: Repeat Rnd 2. 

Sl st into next 2 sts to finish.  Fasten off 
and use the 6” (15 cm) tail you started 
with to close the gap in the Ribbing 
created by the fdc sts. Weave in all ends 
and block gently if desired. 

Repeat these instructions for the second 
leg warmer. 

INSTRUCTIONS

Ribbing 
Rnd 1: Leaving a 6” (15 cm) tail, fdc 34 
(38, 40, 44, 46). Join with a sl st to first 
fdc.  (34 (38, 40, 44, 46) sts) 

Rnd 2: Ch 3, *FPdc next st, BPdc next st. 
Repeat from * around, join with a sl st to 
first FPdc. 

Rnds 3-4: Repeat Rnd 2. Do not fasten 
off, proceed to Leg. 

Leg  
Rnd 1: Ch 1, hhdc in each st around. Do 
not join. 

Rnd 2: Hhdc in each st around. Do not 
join. 

Rnds 3-21: Repeat Rnd 2. 

Rnd 22 (increase): *Hhdc in next 7 (6, 7, 
7, 8) sts, 2 hhdc in next st.  Repeat from 
* 3 (4, 4, 4, 4) more times, and hhdc in 
remaining 2 (3, 0, 4, 1) sts.  (38 (43, 45, 
49, 51) sts) 
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Haycorn was inspired by the desire to create a pattern that is comfortable, 
enjoyable to knit, and wonderfully luxurious to wear. I've named them Haycorn 
because the character Piglet (from A.A. Milne's Winnie the Pooh books) enjoys 
simple luxuries, like snacking on haycorns. These socks are just that: a simple, 
luxurious snack knit. They won't take long and soon you'll have a comfortable, snug 
pair of lounge socks to slip into at the end of a long day.

RUTHBRASCH ON RAVELRY

Haycorn
BY RUTH BRASCH

knit

Needles:
US 4 (3.5 mm) circular knitting needles, 
32" (80 cm) or longer, or size needed to 
meet specified gauge

Yarn: Audine Wools Indulgent Sock
60% Superwash Merino, 20% Camel, 
20% Nylon
400 yds (366 m) / 100g
345 (392, 443, 554, 614, 677, 800) yds 
(315 (358, 405, 507, 561, 619, 743) m) 
used / 1 (1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2) skeins needed 
(for double thickness cuff)

Colorway: Rose Tinted Glasses

Notions: Stitch markers (6), cable needle 
(optional), tapestry needle

Gauge:
24 sts x 36 rnds = 4" (10 cm) in 
unblocked stockinette.

Finished Sizes: A (B, C, D, E, F, G)

To Fit Foot/Ankle Circumference: 7.5 (8, 
8.5, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11.5)" / 19 (20, 21.5, 24, 
25, 26.5, 29) cm

Finished Sock Circumference: 7 (7.5, 8, 
9, 9.5, 10, 11)" / 17.5 (19, 20, 22.5, 24, 25, 
27.5) cm

Sample Size: B

ABBREVIATIONS

CL: Cable Left. Slip next st onto cable 
needle, hold to front of work, k2, knit st 
off cable needle.
CR: Cable Right. Slip next 2 sts onto 
cable needle, hold to back of work, k1, 
knit 2 sts off cable needle.
EOR: End of Round (marker)
k: knit
k2tog: knit next two stitches together as 
one
p: purl
p2tog: purl next two stitches together as 
one
pm: place marker
RS: Right side (outside) of work

sl: slip next stitch purlwise with yarn in 
front of work on WS, and slip next stitch 
purlwise with yarn in back of work on RS
sm: slip marker
ssk: slip next two stitches knitwise, one 
at a time, then transfer both stitches 
back to the left needle together, and knit 
them together as one
st(s): stitch(es)
WS: Wrong side (inside) of work
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SPECIAL TECHNIQUES
German Twisted Cast On: https://youtu.be/Ofu9mqNeL7g

Picking Up and Attaching A Double Thickness Cuff: https://youtu.be/TO1PobhEyiI

Work (k2, p2) around until the cuff 
measures approximately 4” (10 cm) 
from cast on or double the desired cuff 
length.

Fold the Cuff (Doubled Cuff Only)
Join the cast on edge to the live stitches. 
This is accomplished by folding the cast 
on edge inside your work and picking up 
one bottom stitch and working a k2tog 
or p2tog over the picked up stitch and 
the live stitch. If the live stitch is a knit, 
work a k2tog, if the live stitch is a purl st, 
work a p2tog.

Heel Flap
Heel Flap and Turn are worked entirely 
on the second half of the stitches. Leave 
the instep (first half of stitches) stitches 
on your needles.

Turn your work and begin with a WS 
row.

Row 1 (WS): Sl 1, k1, (sl 2, k2) to last 2 sts, 
sl 1, p1.

Row 2 (RS): Sl 1, k1, (p2, k2) to last 2 sts, 
p2.

Continue alternating Rows 1-2 until 
you've worked a total of 21 (23, 25, 
27, 29, 31, 33) rows, ending with a 
completed WS row.

INSTRUCTIONS

Cuff 
(Choose Single or Double Thickness)

Single Thickness Cuff:
Use a knitted cast on method to cast on 
44 (48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68) sts.

Place EOR marker and join to work in 
the rnd, being careful not to twist your 
cast on.

(Note: On first rnd of the cuff, place a 
stitch marker after the first 22 (24, 26, 
28, 30, 32, 34) sts. This will designate the 
separation of instep and sole stitches.)

Work (k2, p2) around until the cuff 
measures approximately 2” (5 cm) from 
cast on, or desired cuff length.

Proceed to "Heel Flap" section.

Double Thickness Cuff:
(Shown on Sample)

Use the German Twisted Cast On 
method, or your preferred stretchy cast 
on technique, to cast on 44 (48, 52, 56, 
60, 64, 68) sts. Place EOR marker and 
join to work in the rnd, being careful not 
to twist your cast on.

(Note: On first rnd of the cuff, place a 
stitch marker after the first 22 (24, 26, 
28, 30, 32, 34) sts. This will designate the 
separation of instep and sole stitches.)

NOTES
This pattern features a Square Heel Turn - the bottom of the heel will have a square 
shape, not the standard "V" shape. The instructions may look a little odd, but have 
faith! It will work.

https://youtu.be/Ofu9mqNeL7g
https://youtu.be/TO1PobhEyiI
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Heel Turn
Set Up Row (RS): K14 (15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 
22) ssk, turn.

Row 1 (WS): Sl 1, p 6 (6, 6, 8, 8, 8, 10), 
p2tog, turn.

Row 2: Sl 1, k 6 (6, 6, 8, 8, 8, 10), ssk, 
turn.

Repeat Rows 1-2 until 8 (8, 8, 10, 10, 
10, 12) sts remain on your heel needle, 
ending with a completed WS row.

Gusset
Setup Rnd: Sl 1, k7 (7, 7, 9, 9, 9, 11), pick 
up and k21 (23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33) sts, 
which is 1 st for every slipped heel flap 
st, sm, p1( 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), pm, work Rnd 
12 of Cable patt over next 20 sts, pm, 
purl to next marker, sm, pick up and k21 
(23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33) sts, which is 1 st for 
every slipped heel flap st, knit to EOR. 72 
(78, 84, 92, 98, 104, 112) sts.

Rnd 1: Sm, purl to next marker, sm, work 
Rnd 1 of Cable patt, sm, purl to next 
marker, sm, knit to EOR.

Rnd 2: Sm, purl to next marker, sm, work 
next rnd of Cable patt, sm, purl to next 
marker, sm, k1, ssk, knit to 3 sts before 
EOR, k2tog, k1. (2 sts decreased.)

Rnd 3: Sm, purl to next marker, sm, work 
next rnd of Cable patt, sm, purl to next 
marker, sm, knit to EOR.

Rep Rnds 2-3 until 44 (48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 
68) sts remain.

Foot
Work Pattern Rnd (below) until the foot 
length measures 1.25 (1.5, 1.75, 2, 2.25, 
2.5, 2.75)" / 3 (4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6.5, 7) cm 
shorter than total desired sock length, 
ending with a repeat of either Rnd 6 
or 12 of Cable patt. Then, proceed to 

“Toe.” These socks fit best when they are 
approximately 0.5" (1 cm) shorter than 
the wearer's foot length.

Pattern Rnd: Sm, purl to next marker, sm, 
work next rnd of Cable patt, sm, purl to 
next marker, sm, knit to EOR.

Toe
On first repeat of Rnd 1, remove the two 
markers that designate the edges of the 
Cable patt. These are not noted in the 
instructions below.

Rnd 1: Sm, knit to next marker, sm, purl 
to next marker, sm, knit to EOR.

Rnd 2: Sm, k1, k2tog, knit to 3 sts before 
next marker, k2tog, k1, sm, k1, ssk, knit 
to 3 sts before EOR, k2tog, k1. (4 sts 
decreased.) 40 (44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64) 
sts remain.

Continue alternating Rnds 1-2 until 24 sts 
remain, 12 each on instep and sole.

Work Rnd 2 twice more. 16 sts remain, 8 
each on instep and sole.

Remove markers and graft the remaining 
sts together to close toe.

Weave in all ends, block if desired, and 
knit the second sock the same as the 
first!
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Cable 
(panel of 20 sts)

Rnds 1, 3, 5: CL, CR, p1, k6, p1, CL, CR. Rnds 2, 4, 6, 
8, 10: (K6, p1) twice, k6.

Rnds 7, 9, 11: K6, p1, CL, CR, p1, k6. Rnd 12: (K6, p1) 
twice, k6.

Rep Rnds 1-12 for patt.

CABLE WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS

CABLE

KEY
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The Golden Glow House Socks are inspired by one of the plants that my 
Grandmother keeps in her heritage garden. She brought her golden glow, often 
thought of as a weed, from her parents’ home in Arkansas when she moved to 
Michigan. The textured design at the top of the sock is meant to evoke the feeling 
of golden glow swaying in the breeze. These socks are perfect for puttering around 
the house, keeping cozy as the nights get cooler, and enjoying casual time with 
family as the leaves begin to turn and autumn takes hold.

Hook: US D/3 (3.25mm) 

Yarn: Audine Wools Indulgent Sock 
60% Superwash Merino, 20% Camel, 
20% Nylon 
400 yds (366 m) / 100g skein 
258 (332, 415, 508, 609) yds (236 (304, 
379, 465, 557) m) used / 1 (1, 2, 2, 2) 
skeins needed

Colorway: Bask in the Glow

Notions: Stitch markers (2), tapestry 
needle 

Gauge:
26 sts x 20 rnds = 4" (10 cm) in alternate 
rows of dc and sc BLO, unblocked

Sizes: A (B, C, D, E)

To Fit:  
US Shoe Size: Women’s 4-6.5 (7-9.5, 10-
12.5, x, x); Men’s x (6-8.5, 9-11.5, 12-14, x)   

Finished Measurements: 
Foot Length: 8 (9, 10, 11, 12)” / 20 (23, 25, 
28, 30) cm 
Ankle Circumference: 7 (8, 9, 10, 11)” / 18 
(20, 23, 25, 28) cm 

Sample Size: B

Skill Level: Intermediate

COUNTCRAFTYSHEEP ON RAVELRY

Golden Glow House Socks
BY MELANIE DEPCINSKI / COUNTING CRAFTY SHEEP

crochet

ABBREVIATIONS

alt: alternate 
BPdc: back post double crochet 
BPdc3tog: back post double crochet 
three stitches together 
ch(s): chain(s) 
dc: double crochet 
dcCL: double crochet cluster 
dc3tog: double crochet three together 
Fsc: foundation single crochet 
FPdc: front post double crochet 
FPdc3tog: front post double crochet 
three stitches together 
sc: single crochet 

scBLO: single crochet back loop only 
sc2tog: single crochet two together 
sk: skip 
sl st: slip stitch 
pm: place marker 
2sc: two single crochet stitches in same 
space 



NOTES
• Chains at the beginning of rows/rounds and slip stitches do not count toward 

your total number of stitches. 
• In the Foot section, some rounds have different instruction for the left and right 

socks. Make sure to follow the instructions accordingly for the left and right 
socks. If a round has no left or right notation, the round applies to both. 

sc, 2sc, sc 18 (20, 22, 24, 26), 2sc, sc. 
(46 (50, 54, 58, 62) sts) 

Rnd 9: 2sc, sc 20 (22, 24, 26, 28), 2sc, 
sc, 2sc, sc 20 (22, 24, 26, 28), 2sc, sc. 
(50 (54, 58, 62, 66) sts) 

Rnd 10: 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 30), 
2sc, sc, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 30), 
2sc, sc. (54 (58, 62, 66, 70) sts) 

Rnds 11-18 (-20, -22, -24, -26): Sc 
around. (54 (58, 62, 66, 70) sts) 

Sizing Note: You should continue 
until your work reaches the bottom 
of your big/second toe. If you need 
to, continue to sc additional rnds until 
you reach this spot. 

Foot 
(Joined Rnds)
 
Rnd 1: Dc around, join with sl st, ch 1.  

Rnd 2: ScBLO around, join with sl st, 
ch 1. - 

Sizing Note: You should be just past 
the base of your toes, if you need to 
add a little extra length, continue to 
repeat these two rnds until the sock 
sits just beyond your toe line. Make 
sure to end on rnd 2. 

INSTRUCTIONS
Toe  
(Continuous Rnds) 

Rnd 1: Fsc 8 (10, 12, 14, 16), sc in the 
side of last st, sc 8 (10, 12, 14, 16) back 
along underside of starting chs, sc in 
side of first st, pm for end of rnd. (18 
(22, 26, 20, 24) sts) 

Rnd 2: 2sc, sc 6 (8, 10, 12, 14), 2sc, sc, 
2sc, sc 6 (8, 10, 12, 14), 2sc, sc. (22 (26, 
30, 34, 38) sts) 

Rnd 3: 2sc, sc 8 (10, 12, 14, 16), 2sc, sc, 
2sc, sc 8 (10, 12, 14, 16), 2sc, sc. (26 (30, 
34, 38, 42) sts) 

Rnd 4: 2sc, sc 10 (12, 14, 16, 18), 2sc, sc, 
2sc, sc 10 (12, 14, 16, 18), 2sc, sc. (30 
(34, 38, 42, 46) sts) 

Rnd 5: 2sc, sc 12 (14, 16, 18, 20), 2sc, sc, 
2sc, sc 12 (14, 16, 18, 20), 2sc, sc. (34 
(38, 42, 46, 50) sts) 

Rnd 6: 2sc, sc 14 (16, 18, 20, 22), 2sc, 
sc, 2sc, sc 14 (16, 18, 20, 22), 2sc, sc. 
(38 (42, 46, 50, 54) sts) 

Rnd 7: 2sc, sc 16 (18, 20, 22, 24), 2sc, 
sc, 2sc, sc 16 (18, 20, 22, 24), 2sc, sc. 
(42 (46, 50, 54, 58) sts) 

Rnd 8: 2sc, sc 18 (20, 22, 24, 26), 2sc, 

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES
Double crochet cluster (dcCL): (yo, insert hook in indicated st, pull up a loop, yo, 
pull through two loops) three times, yo, pull through all four loops on the hook.
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Rnd 3 (Left): Dc 12 (13, 14, 15, 16), FPdc, 
dcCL, FPdc, dc 39 (42, 45, 48, 51), join 
with sl st, ch 1. 

Rnd 3 (Right): Dc 39 (42, 45, 48, 51), 
FPdc, dcCL, FPdc, dc 12 (13, 14, 15, 16), 
join with sl st, ch 1. 

Rnd 4: ScBLO around, join with sl st, 
ch 1. 

Rnd 5 (Left): Dc 8 (9, 10, 11, 12), FPdc, 
dcCL, FPdc, dc, FPdc, dc, FPdc, dc, 
FPdc, dcCL, FPdc, dc 35 (38, 41, 44, 
47) join with sl st, ch 1. 

Rnd 5 (Right): Dc 35 (38, 41, 44, 47), 
FPdc, dcCL, FPdc, dc, FPdc, dc, FPdc, 
dc, FPdc, dcCL, FPdc, dc 8 (9, 10, 11, 
12), join with sl st, ch 1. 

Rnd 6: ScBLO around, join with sl st, 
ch 1. 

Rnd 7 (Left): Dc 8 (9, 10, 11, 12) FPdc, 
dc, FPdc, dc, FPdc, dcCL, FPdc, dc, 
FPdc, dc, FPdc, dc 35 (38, 41, 44, 47) 
join with sl st, ch 1. 

Rnd 7 (Right): Dc 35 (38, 41, 44, 47), 
FPdc, dc, FPdc, dc, FPdc, dcCL, FPdc, 
dc, FPdc, dc, FPdc, dc 8 (9, 10, 11, 12), 
join with sl st, ch 1. 

Rnds 8-23: Repeat rounds 4-7 four 
times. 

Rnd 24: ScBLO around, join with sl st, 
ch 1. 

Rnd 25 (Both): Repeat round 3. 

Rnd 26: Dc around, join with sl st. (54, 
58, 62, 66, 70 sts) 

Heel
(Turned Rows) 

Note: The main difference between 
the left and the right sock is 
which side of the work is facing. 
For the left sock, turn the work 
so the “wrong” side is facing you. 
Otherwise, the instructions apply the 
same to both socks. 

Row 1: Sc 26 (28, 30, 32, 34), ch 1, 
turn. (26, 28, 30, 32, 34 sts) 

Row 2: Sc, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc, ch 1, turn. (28, 30, 32, 
34, 36 sts) 

Row 3: Sc 2, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc 2, ch 1, turn. (30, 32, 34, 
36, 38 sts) 

Row 4: Sc 3, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc 3, ch 1, turn. (32, 34, 36, 
38, 40 sts) 

Row 5: Sc 4, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc 4, ch 1, turn. (34, 36, 38, 
40, 42 sts) 

Row 6: Sc 5, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc 5, ch 1, turn. (36, 38, 40, 
42, 44 sts) 

Row 7: Sc 6, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc 6, ch 1, turn. (38, 40, 42, 
44, 46 sts) 

Row 8: Sc 7, 2sc, sc 22 (24, 26, 28, 
30), 2sc, sc 7, ch 1, turn. (40, 42, 44, 
46, 48 sts) 

Rows 9-18 (-20, -22, -24, -26): Sc 40 
(42, 44, 46, 48), ch 1, turn. (40, 42, 
44, 46, 48 sts) 

Row 19 (21, 23, 25, 27): Sc 17 (18, 19, 
20, 21), sc2tog three times, sc 17 (18, 
19, 20, 21), ch 1, turn. (37, 39, 41, 43, 
45 sts) 



Row 20 (22, 24, 26, 28): Sc 16 (17, 18, 
19, 20), sc2tog, sc, sc2tog, sc 16 (17, 18, 
19, 20), ch 1, turn. (35, 37, 39, 41, 43 sts) 

Row 21 (23, 25, 27, 29): Sc 14 (15, 16, 17, 
18), sc2tog, sc 3, sc2tog, sc 14 (15, 16, 
17, 18), ch 1, turn. (33, 35, 37, 39, 41 sts) 

Row 22 (24, 26, 28, 30): Sc 13 (14, 15, 
16, 17), sc2tog, sc 3, sc2tog, sc 13 (14, 
15, 16, 17), ch 1, turn. (31, 33, 35, 37, 39 
sts) 

Row 23 (25, 27, 29, 31): Sc 6 (7, 8, 9, 
19), sc2tog four times, sc 3, sc2tog 
four times, sc 6 (7, 8, 9, 19), ch 1, turn. 
(23, 25, 27, 29, 31 sts) 

Row 24 (26, 28, 30, 32): Sc 4 (5, 6, 7, 
8), sc2tog three times, sc 3, sc2tog 
three times, sc 4 (5, 6, 7, 8), ch 1, turn. 
(17, 19, 21, 23, 25 sts) 

Row 25 (27, 29, 31, 33): Sc 3 (4, 5, 6, 
7), sc2tog two times, sc 3, sc2tog two 
times, sc 3 (4, 5, 6, 7), ch 1, turn. (13, 15, 
17, 19, 21 sts) 

Row 26 (28, 30, 32, 34): Sc 2 (3, 4, 5, 
6), sc2tog two times, sc, sc2tog two 
times, sc 2 (3, 4, 5, 6), ch 1, turn. (9, 11, 
13, 15, 17 sts) 

Cuff
(Joined Rnds) 

Rnd 1: Join the two sides together to 
work in the round using a sl st. Pm, sc 
25 working in the end of each row, sk 
2, sc 26 (28, 30, 32, 34) across the top 
of the foot, sk 2, sc 25 working in the 
end of each row, join with sl st, ch 1, 
turn. You want to make sure the right 
side of the work is facing you as you 
work the cuff. (76 (78, 80, 82, 84) sts) 

Rnd 2: Dc 24, dc3tog at corner, pm, dc 
22 (24, 26, 28, 30), dc3tog at corner, 

25

pm, dc 24, join with a sl st, ch 1.  

Rnd 3: Alt FPdc, BPdc all the way 
around, join with a sl st, ch 1. Move 
marker up as you come to it. 

Rnd 4: Alt FPdc and BPdc to one st 
before the marker, FPdc3tog, BPdc, 
alt FPdc and BPdc to one st before 
the next marker, FPdc3tog, BPdc, 
alt FPdc and BPdc to the end of the 
rnd, join with a sl st, ch 1.  

Rnd 5: Alt FPdc and BPdc to one 
st before the marker, BPdc3tog, alt 
FPdc and BPdc to one st before 
the marker, BPdc3tog, alt FPdc and 
BPdc to the end of the rnd, join with 
a sl st, ch 1. 

Rnds 6-9: Repeat Rnds 4-5 twice. 

Sizing Note: If you would like 
your cuff to be tighter, repeat this 
sequence until you reach the desired 
fit. If you would like your cuff to be 
taller, but maintain the size, remove 
the decreases and work alt FPdc 
and BPdc around until you reach the 
desired height. 

Fasten off and weave in ends. Block 
as desired.
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